Enjoy unlimited SPA “Spa Water World” of the natural spring water.
By the “Submarine” in the sea view the expanse of ocean biological seasonal.
Experience the fresh taste of “Kimchi DIY” and wear traditional “Korea Costume” for photo taking.
Visit Historical of “Teddy Bear Museum” for photo taking.
Fantasy fun include park ticket “Everland” you can enjoy playing total of 40 kinds of recreational facilities.
Wonderful and funny Korean wave motion Show “Nanta” percussion performances.
The “Seagull Ship” ride along the sea you can enjoy the scenery while experiencing the pleasure of feeding the seagulls,
don’t missed.
Experience “Ocean Rail Bike” view of the coastal landscape sightseeing activities; suitable for adults and children a ride.
“Seongsan Sunrise Peak” is the best view at Jeju Island, is the world’s largest crater protruding from the coast.
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Day 02

Incheon Seoul Jeju Island: Upon arrival transfer to Wolmido Island by <Seagull
Ship>. Then transfer to visit <The Memorial Hall> for Incheon Landing Operation and
Incheon <China Town>. After that Viewing the <Presidential Blue House> at a
distance. Travels to Jeju Island by domestic flight than visit <Dragon Head Rock> and
<Mysterious Road> natural first breach of the laws of gravity.

Black
Pork
BBQ

Day 03

Jeju Island: After breakfast proceed to visit <Seongsan Sunrise Peak>, <Seojikoji>
and <Seongeup Folk Village> a display of traditional villages Folk Village and the
Museum of History. Then visit <Teddy Bear Museum> at here you can find teddy bears
everythind you want to know! And experience trolltech <3D Trick Museum>. Then
take <Submarine> view ocean creatures.
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Jeju Galaxy
Hotel or Similar

Day 04

Jeju Island Seoul Namiseon Island Mt. Sorak: Today will travel by the
domestic return to Seoul proceed to Namiseon Island and visit <Mt. Sorak National
Park> to <Gwongeumseong Fortress> by cable car (Subject to weather conditions).
Then continues proceed to <Sinhung Temple>.

Korean
BBQ

Seafood
Steamb
o at

Sorak I-Park
Condo or
Similar

Day 05

Mt. Sorak Pyeongchang: After breakfast proceed to experience <Ocean Rail Bike>
is suitable for family. Then visit <Peak Island Water Park> (Prepared Own
Swimming Suit)

Pork
Bulgogi

Day 06

Pyeongchang Yongin Seoul: Today proceed to visit <Everland> (Free
Entrances Ticket) is a major theme park including the zoo, amusement park, botanical
garden. Then proceed to <Dongdaemum Market> South Korea’s largest wholesale and
retail markets, 24 hours a day, you can free at your own shopping.

Day 07

Seoul Incheon: After breakfast proceeds to visit <Gyeongbok Palace> is one of the
top five palaces in Seoul, South Korea, is also the main palace of the Joseon Dynasty. And
then proceed to visit <National Folk Museum> show Korean folk history from
prehistoric North Korea in 1910. Continued to visit <Ginseng Outlet>, <Amethyst
Factory>, <Cosmetic Duty Free>, <Herb Shop> and <Kimchi experience with
dressed traditional Korean costume>. Then you will enjoy the fascinating famous
Korean <Nanta Show> the kitchen as a background. Next proceed to <Myeongdong>
gathered a shopping paradise for fashion items, cosmetics and other.

Day 08

Incheon Kuala Lumpur: After breakfast visit <Savours Shop> then waits for
assembly time and transfer airport depart for home.

Jeju Galaxy
Hotel or Similar

Yongpyong
Resort or
Similar
Seafood
Buffet

Ginseng
Chicken
Soup

Seoul Aventree
or Similar

Seoul Aventree
or Similar

** Remarks: Itinerary and Meal Arrangement are Subject to Change Especially on Peak Season, if above Hotel was Fully Book Will Replace a Similar Hotel**

Tour Code: 8ICG (01 MAR 2018)
The sequence of the itinerary may varies on the actual tour

